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• Address by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, NBE, to the
Chester Business Club at the Abbots Well Hotel, 
Chester, at 8 p.m., Tuesday, 6th December 1988.

The saying is attributed to Dean Swift that, if you want to

see happy faces, you should look into mourning coaches. I was re-

minded of it on watching the jollification in Washington recently

when the Prime Minister called upon the outgoing President and his

newly elected successor. No one except those politically sophis-

 

ticated could have believed that it was really a funeral ceremony

and that Mr Reagan and Mrs Thatcher were engaged in commemorating

the death and burial of the American Empire. The deceased was

receiving his terminal laudations, and most of those engaged in the

IIIceremonioes, whatever their vocabulary, were perfectly well aware
what they were about.

The American Empire which, like most empires, was as much an

empire in men's minds as an empire over palm and pine, reposed in

the Old World tpon two pillars. The one pillar was the proposition

that Soviet Russia and its East European allies were bent upon the

invasion and conquest of Western Europe. The twin pillar was the

proposition that the invasion had been averted, and still continued

to be averted, by the determination of the United States to react to

it by committing nuclear suicide.

Considering that both propositions are contrary to reason and

0 observation, it is remarkable that the two columns remained in place

110  for close upon forty years before collapsing. aut that is something 

apt to happen where there is widespread political vested interest

in suspending incredulity.

To be believed by other people to be indispensable to their

well-being, their safety and even their existence, is a delightful

sensation. Amongst other things, it renders those other people

amenable to your wishes; for who would avoidably thwart or disobey

the power upon which his own existence depends? A protectorate is a

conventional and historically well explored form of domination.
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The economic rewards for suspended incredulity were likewise

substantial. To be protected by somebody else is the cneapest form

of defence; and a series of British Treasury ministers were enabled

by this device to halve the proportion of the national income being

spent upon the armed forces. MA without reason was the first

decisive step in that reduction -the decision to abandon conscription

accompanied by formal acceptance of the doctrine of nuclear deterrene

On the other hand, the more perfect is reliance upon a single system

of terror, the more compelling is the necessity to maintain the

scientific research and industrial production adequate to sustain it.

For the  United States the expense of pretending that the incredible

• was credible became integral to the fabric of thc economy and thus

in turn to the fabric of politics.

The two propositions, or twin pillars, were mutually supporting.

The creed of the invincible nuclear deterrent needed the creed of an

otherwise invincible aggressive intention to provide it with a basis.

The paradoxical consequence was that in Western Europe to question or

criticise the assumption of an aggressive Warsaw Pact became equiva-

lent to undermining the security of one's own nation. Safety, the

reasoning ran, depends on American suicide; American suicide depends

on Russian aggression; therefore safety depends on Russian aggression.

The longer the incredible was asserted, the more self-demonstrating

it became. The proof that elephants roam the railway lines because

throwing bits of The Times out of the carriage window keeps them at

bay grew more triumphant the more often it was deployed.

Fortunately no folly lasts forever, and both columns eventually

colllapsed. There is a point beyond which no economic or political

interest is sufficient to persuade people to go on paying more and

more for what is not credible. That was the point when Russia and

the United States said to one another: "Let's call the whole charade

off". Once they had said this, the columns lay flat on the ground,

however loudly politicians continuEd to declare they were still

vertical.
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It was the fiasco of the Cruise missiles which declared the hoa

to be over. After 1979 the governments of several Western European

states persuaded their substantially reluctant citizens to consent

to American intermediate-range nuclear weapons being stationed upon

their territory by the argument that refusal to do so would "de-

couple" Europe from the United States and thus result in the nuclear

umbrella being furled. Those same citizens have recently been able

to watch those same governments standing by the roadside applauding

politely when those -1.4e*/ nuclear weapons were trundled away. That

Russia behaved correspondingly is beside the point. For a long time

• the inadequacy of Russian nuclear capability had not been regarded

41/ as a pre-requisite of the nuclear deterrent. The states of Europe

now know that neither Russia nor America seriously believes in

nuclear deterrence. The tricoteuses of Greenham Common have watched

it being guillotined.

The states of Europe have also learnt something else. They have

watched Russia extricating itself with difficulty and embarrassment

from the attempt to dominate the politics of a small country on its

doorstep by the name of Afghanistan. They no longer believe that

Russia is bent upon maintaining its hold by force over the neighbour-

ing nations of Eastern Europe from Warsaw to Bucharest. When

Chancellor Kohl of West Germany opened his mouth in hoscow - of all

places - to talk about the re-unification of Germany, he and his

hearers knew what he was doing. He was declaring the demise of the

assumption of Russian aggressive intention - or, for r tt rV 

capability - on its Western border. The second pillar of the

American Empire in Europe had collapsed.

The American forces in Europe are henceforward in a vacuum

where no rational explanation of their presence remains - a fact

which the American public and politicians cannot long be prevented

)[11 perceiving. The collapse has undermined another structure too.

The collapse did not alter the desirability K*Olthetrwi/VW..pof freedom4
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of trade and intercourse between the denizens of different 
states in

Europe - or states anywhere else, for that ratter. 'Jhat it did

undermine was the desirability r-,,f political and miliatry unificatic ;

of Europe west of the Iron Curtain line. It was no accidental co-

incidence that,in ,the middle of all this the British Prime
 Ninister

chose officially/to inform the European Community that, so far as

Britain was concerned, Western Europe should continue to c
onsist of

sovereign independent nations - or perhaps, more accurately, should

revert to consisting of sovereign independent nations. It was

equally no accident that in the same d claration she point
edly_ -

referred to the European capitals.'of Wars,aw, Prague and Bu
dapest.

In this new Europe which succeeds t.:.e eo-lapse of the Amer
ican

Empire a new balance of power will replace the vanished ba
lance of

nuclear terror and will create, not without historical pre
cedent,

a structure inside which the future pattern of central Eur
ope can

43-Vd.age without disastrous consequences for the rest of Europe and

the world. It is important to understand what this balance of power

means and what it does not mean. It does not mean the childish game

of totting up lists of conventional forces and, if they do
 not come

to the same totals, attempting to balance them out by agre
ed mutual

reductions. The invincibility of Russia and the limitations upon

its power are not measured by the number of Soviet divisio
ns west

, of that almost insignificant undulation known as the Urals
 - no more 

than the invincibility of the United Kingdom and the limit
ations upon

its power are measuree by the size of its standinE militar
y establish-

ment.

The true balance of power is recognition of the restraints

,:t2A0s4,e,.(-r

wnicd the w61.1t..teocertainty of ;failure places upon the am
bitions of

the r spective nation states. I find,it difficult to imagine that

balance of power unless it embraces aecomm6-n understanding 
between

rk
Srit-r and Russia of their interest in a stable Europe.

-
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there i3 no other sort of contraint oh )Pligation upor the fiooses

of Parliament to pass it. it i3 therefore conditionaSlI upon

sewcuing from Parliament any neces:oary lelsiatior that Hi:W; ihtima es

its intention to make international trhLtlo that would require it.

No doubt a government which faile(i to ,:o.csuade Parliament to do so

would get "egg on its face" and mi4ht reolh, as Edward heath claims

he would have done if he had not secord t:lat paper-thin maorlLy of

eight for the Second Reading of the Ouropesh Communities al LI1'3172

in the HOuse of Commons. But excpt as a :“atter of confidence br

patronage government-to-government aeemehts do not 'pine Parliament.

in fact some of us are starting to ncir whether a Prihle Minister 

who nas recentiy re-discovered pariiatnentary sovereignty will

necessarily aiways put the whips on tc carry legislation in impie-

mentation of the Treaties of ose cr of Erusselr.
c.

oy wio6114oily irrelevant confessions-nLving thus been mace by

way of preface, I ddress r4self to bne precise terL:Is of the ques1,ion.

It relates to "incorporatirng," certain prebbriotiOns or deciaratiors

"into ° English law". To "incoroortt' sioetning into Itne law is to

make new law or to alter existih i;Js. in tne Unitec KinEeow tdat

is done by one means only, that is to say, oy or under a statute

duly made by the Crown in i'ariiaent. The brown r?ornament

accepted as competent to nake or aend lensfor ali parts of the

Ur ted Kingdom in this  way;  'Du' by a ,,4:Lbe .eif-restraint 2arliaent 

has had regard in tboir. so in respcb_t of .bectiand to tniose orovis,ions

of the Union of wo7 ty wnich tne tnen law st Scstianc wes 

ageguardec. I assume that is the re&ser ,4ny the queb:tion proposd

today relates only to Lnlanc ac:d anc not to tne rest 01 tne

UK. '.4e. ought however te be Eiare .rlat, the exclusion is in so far

unrealistic as the stner i:arts of the bnited wouid be 

affected by the consequences for the parliamentary institution itself

of the new or amenceb law iaroposee f'or



"Incorporation", then, would mean making a new statute. I will

not be so pedantic as to insist upen taking t' word "incorporate"

in its full literal meaning.. Still, the wording of the UN Declaration

of human RiEhts is in many palces 80 leoee and vague that no Minister

would succeed in Eetting legislation crafted in that way through

Committee. The Leclaration - and this point is considerably more

than a quibble - woula have to be re-drawn before bresentatior in

terms which woulo satisfy Parliament that its scope and meaning were

sufficiently precise to be turned into law. I would also not be

surprised - and this point again is much more than a quibble - if a

Ways and Means Resolution were not found to be necessary; for it

would soon be seen tnat far-reachin consequences for public expehoi-

tune and for taxation were itcplicit in the endowment of evety citizen

with an effectual claim of ri.tnt to eertoin expensive economic bene-

fits at the cost of his fellow citizens.

Such are the problems attendant upon "incorporating' the

Dhclaration into the law of bnglane in the only manner which has

hitherto been known in the United hihedom. There are no doubt however

those who would say that incorporation is intended to mean something

new in kind - that it means an enactment unlike that of other

statutes, such that it would be entrenched and that, once incorpor-

ated in the law of England, it couic not thereafter be removed or

amended in the same way as any other aart of the law of England.

There are indeed in the law of other etatec, ouch as the United

States or Canada, such entrencred docuelerta, though normally en-

trenched with special provision for the coneitions under vhick they

can be amended subsequently. In fact, the United hingdom is probably

unique in the world in not oeinp a stete ghese existence is deemed

to be founded upon such a document, whether describee as a constitu-

tional lawlor a convention, or a treaty, or howsomever. It is 

the nature of -tnose otner states tnat they would be dissolved ano



the bonds which bind their citizens wouJc cc untied, if the en-

trenched holy-of-holies were violatec.

That is not tne nature of tnis Lnitee inador. it is by

prescription, oy the fact that  it  see ceme to be so and continues

so to be accepted, that the Crown ent is omnipotent and

omnicompetent in the Unitec Kin c?,  ripose any restriction 

upon the power of Parliament to ae3eke leo or amenc it woulc  be  to

effect a radical alteration - a revolution in fact - in the natu.e

of the British state. That indeee wculd cisroive the basis of

consent which that state mar tas for Eeantec as its founcation

from time iuimerntDiaiif the citizens were to te told that in future
7

they might elect what parliament they pleased but that there were

to be laws whicn it woulu be uraci ri tn to make or to ch

But suppose such revolution cecurcec. that Parliament was 

deposed and entrenchment was eff ctec, cy hom wculc the so-called

riEhts that were thus entrenched  be  art.ercretec in ail the changes

cf society aro circumstan  e ace cj hcm ecul.o they be applied?

There is no doubt ab ut the answer uestion. it would

by the courts.  The  sh people would cc verned, their laws 

would be mace anc applied, and in she lest enalys  o  their taxes

would oe imppsed,not  by  tyh ,.nueen's fiiters tnrougn and with 

the consent of the,peopie's electee repren atives in Par iamett.

but by appointed and irremovable joe„e

.•

Hard thinps are raid acout peeel

E.Elishman, askeu if he crc tens to

or unelected judves, answ

that the ..dtiges - to Oe

any law made by the Peril

eut any

„.ever sd by el:-

y alltI rans'.

IC to eerwe cow,

b a itticlans

moreover

sallow

:Leh they found to be in-

compatible with tre1r intercretaticc uf tIe entrencned  ceciaration

of rights.

Let no one -ay: "eut tcat is so w at works in America!"



that, there are to copent replieq. H-rst, the question posed

here today relates to tne law of L,niqna. Er471anc is not Affierica,

nor are its people Americans, nor ac,,q the institutions which they

believe they woulc cie to ureservu institutions, if thc

Americans like it another way, tn:; eusiness ant not ours. 

Secondly, however, and conclusivly, oLe,i-,itddSstsats itolf

steadfastiqy declined to enact any dc.L..ration ' human rihts on

the ground that to do so would be ccntt- to its constitution anc: 

its national sovereignty.



One of the well-known rules of thumb in textual criticism

is that the more difficult reading is to be preferred to the easi
er.

Of course, put in that simplified way, the rule is unsustainable:

error is often more difficult than the truth, in the sense of

being less intelligible. The rule of difficilior lectio however

is only a slovenly paraphrase of the true rule, which is called

utrum ex utro': or "which from which?". That is to say, if there are

two readings A ana b, and B could be derived from A, while A coul
d

not have been derived from 8, then reading A is, if not the origi
nal,

at least older than reading B in the sense of being nearer to th
e

original.

I want to interest you in the application of this rule to

the text of the first three gospels7which are called synoptic

because their similaritiea _ire such an invitation to compare and

contrast them. It will be found that in that application the rule

utrum ex utro? carried us a very long way indeed.

In the gospel called Matthew, Jesus sends him disciples out

on a mission. Be instructs them to take neither money nor haversack

nor a change of shirt nor footwear nor a stick. Now, why on earth

no stick? Taking no [Toney or other impedimenta is intelligible

enough. Even the instruction to go barefoot, though seve-re, is

not beyond comprehension. But why no stick? Simplicity, poverty

and menaicancy surely do not exclude a stick?

"r4v.I, or yom if you share my difficulty, are not the first to

be puzzled by this, The corresponding instruction in the gospel

called Mark reads as follows: "he told theM to take nothing for

the roaa except just a stick - no bread, no apsack, no money

and to wear sandals but not carry a spare shirt". So there! Nothing

except just a stick. lhat seems.common sense. At any rate, there

is one assertion that can be made with what in any other context

would be regarded as certainty. If an author found in his source

the words "nothing but a stick", he would not have changed it in
to
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"Don't take a stick". Similarly, if he hac found "wear sanCals"

in his source, he would not have written "no footwear". On the

other hand if an author found ir his source "no footwear", he

might be struck by the same difficulty as ourselves and solve it

by substituting "wear sandals".

There is thus no reasonable escape from the conclusion that

the author of the gospel called ,:e.4rk was using the gospel callec

Natthew and editing as he went along. The very fact that he troubled

to say anything at all about takinL only a stick or wearing just

sancals is proof that ret'erence to those srtields ("no footwear,

no stick") was starint nim in the face, as it stares us in the face.

LThis is bad news for those who are tauEht., as students in most of

our theological colle es are taught, that 'cark is the oldest gospel

or, to put the matter with greater precision aro beyond the reach

of cavil, that the text cC the .Dspel called Lark is antecedent to

the text or the gospel chliee .:,atthew. ..ot only is the relationship 

the other way round but the author of rnE:derivative narrative has

been smoothing out the difficultiee ,,:nich he found in his source.

When we take a pc.-._ at how the same event is narrated in the

third gospel, that called Luke, a surprise awaits us. We find in-

stead of one mission two missions, first the twelve dieciples, arc

then seventy-two 'bthers". In despatching each cr them the same

instruction of Jesus appears. Gn the first occasion sticks are

.prohibitec but footwear is not mentionec at ail. On the second,

footwear is prohioitE,c bat.nothin is saic auout sticks. it miglit 

theoretically bee-. possible for the instruction as it stares in

Matthew to have been procuced by the author combining the two

alternatives in Luke; but that possibility disappears as soon as 

the scope of our comparison is enlarged. The despatch of the twelve

disciples in Matthew is precedee by a curious ti,assa..e in whiubhJesus,

observing that the harvest is :Large and the reapers few, asks them

to pray God to send out more reapers. i4parentely there was no result;
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nor, equally remarkably, are the disciples, having been sent out,

ever described as returning to report. They are like the second

grave-digger in hamlet, wno never came back with the beer. The

narrative in Luke meets both difficulties: a second and larger

mission is sent out on the heels of tne twelve; and both missions

are explicitly reported returning. Applying utrum ex utro? it
So

Aimply passes credibility that an author, faced with1consistent

and interesting an account as that of two missions sent out and

returning, not oil.* mutilated it by omittinE their return but

omitted one of the two missions while ieavingiin an unintelli4ible

reference to the inadequate supply of missionaries.

The alternative response to utrum ex utro': is that the author

of Luke had in front of him a source which presented the same

puzzles and gaps as we fird in Natthew and took measures to solve

them. There were no half measures about it. The mission of the

seventy-two reported so ecstatically upon their success that Jesus

told them he had seen Satan falling from the sky like a flash of

lightning, quite an important and dramatic touch for a derivative

account to have deliberately left out!

lextual criticism thus places the three Edspels in a specific

relationship. The oldest of tnem, the nearest (that is) which we

possess to whatever might be meant by the original, was a text full

of difficulties, absurdities and inadequacies, which the gospel

called Mark retouched in detail but which the gospel called Luke

re-edited and re-modelled with the freedom and self-confidence of

a aramatic poet. 'v4hat therefore neither Nark nor Luke can reveal

to us are the causes to which were due the difficulties and inadequa-

cies of the source they used.

That can be only partially discovered by examination of those

difficulties and inadequacies themselves. To describe that examina-

tion as textual criticism is to give an unusual dimension to that

term, though the starting-point for the examination is provided by



the same perceptions of absurdity and the same sensitivity to minor

but disturbing detail which are the basic tools of textual criticism

in the narrower sense.

Just such a minor and disturbing detail, to which we cannot

help returning, was the prohibition of footwear or stick. Unless

we are prepared - and I am sure we are not - to suppress that detail

by methods similar to those used by the (very different) authors

of Mark and Luke, we have to account for it by other means, means

which also belong to the armoury of textual _criticism. The

supreme challenge which the textual critic faced with such a

problem must pose to himself in the absence of collateral assistance,

is the grand question: what does the context require? or, in this

case, what context does the text in front of me imply? Applied

to the problem of the sticks and the footwear, the first response

to that chalenge is that the context to which the sentence origin-

ally belonged is not that in which it now stands of the despatch

of disciples on a missionary journey. What sort of context must it

have been? A context, surely, in which some emergency, rather like

a fire at a hotel, enforces flight too sudden for even footwear or

a stick, let alone money or a change of clothing to be taken.

What such a context might be and how a sentence, now liberated

•   from the frame in which it was subsequently placed, came to find 

itself in an address by Jesus to missionary disciples are specula-

tions of appalling difficulty and appalling implications. Th41.A

01k-14 /WO 1-ca,e,:4,4e.,/,-
textual crieicismd once but not nowadays obligatorionfined to

comparison between variant readings in existing manuscripts,

ets
emerges 41-rtic an exacting,oiscipline.



NOT FOR PUBLICATION OR REFERENCE
TO CONTEXT BEFORE TIME OF DELIVERI

Speech by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MBE, to the

Hackney and Tower Hamlets Chamber of Commerce at th
e

Dickens Inn by the Tower, London El, at 1 p.m.,
Wednesday, 2nd November, 1988.

Every door has to have a hinge on which it can turn
. The

same principle applies to politicians and political 
parties.

Nineteen-eighty-eight was the year when the British public opened

its eyes, yawned, looked around, and observed that 
it was about to

be eaten alive by the European Economic Community. 
It did not like

what it saw, and it prepared to be angry.

The politicians and particularly the Conservative P
arty, who

had known all along what was going on, began to tak
e note. "There

are votes at stake here", said they to themselves. 
Now, very

properly in a parliamentary democracy there is noth
ing which has

such a galvanic effect on politicians as the prospe
ct of winning

or losing what the Leader of the Opposition is popu
larly supposed

to call "lotza votes". So they said to themselves, 'Boys, this is

where we jump!'

They had a problem however. For sixteen or seventeen years

nearly all of them had been proclaiming to high hea
ven their

dedication to European union through the E0E.C. They would not

otherwise have been chosen by Conservative constitu
ency selection

committees or given, or hoped to be given, jobs on 
the Front Bench.

It's all very well to say: "When Mummy turns we all turn". That

does not solve the problem of suddenly turning roun
d and starting

to say the opposite to what one has thitherto done:
 there are such

awkward things as recorded speeches, not to mention
 division lists.

Fortunately, the political profession, to which, th
ough com-

pulsorily retired, I still belong, is equal to this
 most testing

challenge. There is a solution. The solution is to go on using

the same words while giving them the opposite meani
ng. Thus the

two incompatible objectives of claiming total self-
consistency and
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accomplishing a smart about-turn can be combined. Basically it is

the stratagem of the man who got into a cinema without paying by

walking backwards past the box office. An absolutely corruscating

exhibition of artistry in this line of business is being exhibited

at present. It would be a shame if the watching nation did not

enjoy and appreciate it to the full; for the performance deserves

your applause.

Everybody knows that the Prime Minister has always been a 

wholehearted and dedicated pro-European. She has said so over and

over again, and she intends, quite consistently, to go on saying so_

over and over again - but the meaning is now the opposite. She was

lately beside the lakeside in Italy, and what did she say? "You do

not need to doubt my commitment to Europe". No, of course not,

Prime Minister; but what did she add? "A Europe which is  older 

than the Treaty of Rome". One does not need to be an over-subtle

logician to observe that "a Europe older than the Treaty of Rome",

the treaty which set the E.E.C. up, must be a Europe without the

E.E.C. The artistry is superb, It was prepared in a little-noted

but important passage in her celebrated speech at Bruges. There,

in the text distributed if not drafted for her by the Foreign Office,

she declared that "the European Community is one manifestation of

the European identity; but it is not the only one. We" --the

British, that must mean - "shall always look on Warsaw, Prague and

Budapest as great European cities". Yes; and they have another

thing in common too - they are none of them in the E.E.C.

So the Prime Minister, who speaks of course for Her Majesty's

Government and for the Conservative Party, is still unalterably

'committed to Europe". Who dare charge her or them with inconsis-
apparently when

tency? But all along, /they said "Europe" they didn't mean the

E.E.C. at all. So they can justifiably - dare I say? - "rejoice,

rejoice" in their unswerving commitment, which no longer need

include the Treaty of Rome - or presumably the Treaty of Brussels.
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It was, however, in order obligatorily to comply with those
 Treaties,

as extended by the European Single Act of 1985, that Conse
rvative

majorities in Parliament solemnly repudiated and abjured t
he

legislative and fiscal supremacy of Parliament itself. But has not

Mrs Thatcher declared at Bruges that "the best way to build
 a

successful European community" is "co-operation between ind
ependent

sovereign states" ... "a way which preserves the parliamentary

powers of one's own country"?

The audacity and brilliance of the operation is almost bre
ath-

taking. Indeed, like those watching a tightrope perfcrmance of high

professional skill, one is scared to cheer, lest premeture 
applause

might upset the act. There was a famous passage in Bricish political

history when it was made a charge against Disraeli that he
 had cauEht

the Whigs bathing and stolen their clothes. No such charge can be

made against the present Prime Minister. Admittedly, what she is

saying now is substantially what the Labour Party had been
 saying

all the time since Gaitskell; but steal their clothes she did not.

What happened was different. In an eruption of nudist enthusiasm,

the Labour Party divested themselves of every stitch of ra
iment,

did the stuff all up in a neat parcel, and popped round an
d left it

on the doorstep of No. 10. I defy anybody to call that stealing.

The beauty of all this is that nobody need suffer embarrass
ment.

Nobody, politician or publicist, need fear to be force-fed
 with the

words that he had been innocently using all down the years
 in order

to remain respectable and in the fashion. It just turns out that all

the time he really meant something different. Pride, sincerity,

honesty, and all those other virtues for which we admire o
ur politi-

cians will remain intact. The British people, however, who woke up

just in the nick of time, are going to get their way. They are not

going to be eaten alive after all. What else did the Prime Minister

mean in her recent interview in The Times: "People who wanted a

federal Europe are very cross. Everybody else is cheering like mad"?
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Address by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MBE, to the

Dinner of the International Churchill Society at th
e

Burford Bridge Hotel, Dorking, at 8 pm, Saturday,
22nd October 1988.

The philosopher Aristotle in defining tragedy stated
, you may

perhaps think surprisingly, that it must have me-1<o
s or "length".

The phenomenon of Winston Churchill would have been
 impossible,

whatever his other qualities, without the exceptiona
l length of

his public life and experience. B-etwccn the battle of Omdurman

withthe classic last cavalry charge in British milit
ary history

-Lige Britain's acquisition of the hydrogen bomb as a 
member of the 2_

American alliance was a stretch of fifty-seven years, a period 

which covered both the culmination and the dissolut
ion of the

British Empire, the transformation of British socie
ty and politics

by extension of the franchise to include all adults
, and a techno-

logical transformation of life in Britain at least 
as extensive

as the first Industrial Revolution.

I have reckoned the span of time to Churchill's res
ignation

as Prime Minister in 1955 at the age of 80, because,
 despite

President Johnson's ill-judged obituary tribute, th
e public life

which we are honouring tonight was at an end ten ye
ars before Ile

physical termination. //Science and the progress of 
civilization

have created incalculably powerful resources for re
cording and

preserving information; but information is not the same thing

as experience, 411*d the individual human mind and me
mory have re-

tained their primacy undiminished. When the man who was Asquith's

President of the Board of Trade sat in the central 
seat at the

Cabinet table - the very same Cabinet table - half 
a century later,

it was not a or a computer which sat there. The 

life of Britain itself,-experienced to the full through three

generations of men-was present with all its memorie
s and emotions

and with the recollection of past expectations and 
their outcome.

By 1955 it was given to Winston Churchill to have b
ecome the
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living embodiment of his nation through the accumulation of its

past in his own individual person. This would not have been so,

had Churchill been a pedantically consistent exponent of opinions

once formed. He had the ability to change with the times and to

share the vicissitudes of opinion. He could change from a Conser-

vative of the Salisbury era to a Liberal of the Asquith era; and

when the day of liberalism,of Lloyd George and of the National

Coalition was done, he could change again into a Conservative

who would hold high office under Baldwin in the 1920's and would

•

-—
not have refused it from Neville Chamberlain in the later 1930's.

C.cc 4i
Thus he shared the afterglow of Britain's.6:44Lat.fe-n to free

trade; but when opinion deserted it at last, he moved with the

movement of events, unhampered by the scruples or the impracticality

of a doctrinaire. He shared the triumphalist imperialism of

Britain's Wembley Exhibition years which followed the victories
wouldhave

and conquests of the First World War, and he/tested to breaking-

point the destructibility of the Indian Raj; but the wartime

leader who refused to preside over the dissolution of the British

Empire found it possible, along with his fellow countrymen, to

do just tnat and to do it upon the whole with dignity and without

dishonour in the aftermath of the Second World War. Never perhaps

was there a statesman who built up such an accumulation of damaging

quotes against himself; but a genial English common sense and an ,
t/4

eye for the main chance enabled him to soar gleefully above them%

Churchill was always a man of his time. While Lloyd George

was 'robbing the henroosts', Churchill kept cave for him. When a

Liberal government became dependent upon Irish votes, Churchill

would crush Ulster's resistance to home rule. He never fell foul

of Bismarck's great dictum that, if there is anything more dangerous

than a very short-sighted politician, it is a very far-sighted

politician. Churchill's warnings of German aggressive intention

after 1934, which reinforced his personal authority when he was
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called to the helm in 1940, have caused to be misunderstood the

true sense in which he was prophetic. It was not so much the

triumph of distant deductive reasoning as the long vista of histori-

cal and personal memory which, when others were still blind, revealed

to him the nature and inevitable outcome of the resurgent German

empire. He was a man who thought with his memory.

The climax which came to Churchill's life in 1940 was, like

the Battle of Waterloo,_a "damned close-run thing". He was rising

66. A year or two 4e-1/ger, and the consummation of that vast political

life would have been no more than a might-have-been. It is easy

now to underestimate how close we came to that catastrophe. I
a gentleman of the name of Germains

used to possess a work entitled The TrarLed/ of Winston Churchill by/

which was published in 1931. Its theme was the career

of a man dogged by repeated failure, whose high promise had been

belied over and over again. That was a thesis not capable of being

maintainec without/special pleading; but it would have seemed a
L-

plausible theme for biographers if the final span_had not turned

all that went before into an almost pre-ordained prelude and pre-

paration for the climax.

As in all human affairs, there was a big element of chance.

But chance is powerless without a quality in the human beings whose

lives it rules that is anything but fortuitous.Curchillnever

contracted out. In the great 4-eade-t-e-ry of life, he/never

'the gaming-table. After the collapse of the Lloyd George Coalition

it would have been a perfectly acceptable option for an ex-Home

Secretary, ex-First Lorb of the Admiralty, ex-Colonial Secretary,

ex-Cabinet Minister of fifteen years standing to make the honoured

and dignified exit tracitionally appropriate to such a career.

The House of Lords is littered - more than ever since the invention

of life peerages - with those who 'chose that option. In Churchill

there was a force, which is underdescribed if it is called ambition,

that drove him into the fray again to force his return into a
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reluctant political party and fight his way to the top level there.

Even then, there was no stopping. After 1929 the Elysian Fields

might-have beckoned a former Chancellor of the Exchequer; but

new controversies, new causes, new antagonisms were irresistible.

It was because Churchill irrepressibly returned ever and again to

the bipttlefront that he enjoyed that enormous span of public life
11.4

which made him at the end of it an incarnation of the British

people.

Comparative lives are tempting but often misleading and 

fallacious. I am minded nevertheless to use two comparative lives

to assist in assessing the dimensions of the Churchill portent.

The nearest political life to Churchill's in terms of length was

that of Gladstone. Gladstone sat in Parliament for sixty-three

years, almost exactly identical with Churchill's sixty-four, though

perhaps the last ten of Churchill's years ought not to be counted.

On the other hand Gladstone first became Prime Minister at the age

of 58 as compared with Churchill at 66. At 75 Gladstone attempted

retirement but events and his own personality drew him back into the

lead and he formed his last government at 82 years of age, as

against Churchill's 77. Both men thus brought into the public

life and government of their later years a span of experience
  <,

and a historic vision that was tt4e,,,‘ If there

was a difference between them, it is to be found in the almost

demonic compulsion of 1).4Cinner logic which propelled Gladstone

from one party into another and from High Toryism into principled

radicalism. To this there was no counterpart in the life of the

later statesman.

The other life which I evoke is that of F. E. Smith, who

entered Parliament in 1905 at the age of 33 against Churchill's

26 and found himself raisec by his corruscating parliamentary

brilliance into the front ranks of the Conservative Party by the

time *4 war came in 1914. Yet before it was over he had, for
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all his political talents and ambition, preferred office and

eventually the Woolsack to greater dangers and opportunities.
C 2- 1

Winston Churchill and F. E. Smith were friendses well as rivals;

but the Earl of Birkenhead sets off like a foil the imperishable

inheritance which the sheer undaunted persistence of Churchill

enabled him to leave behind in the politicalaitg' of Britain.



CITY SERMON

by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MBE, at Lancaster Priory
at 8 p.m. Sunday, 16 October 1988.

The first impulse of someone invited to speak, in the

daunting environment of a place of Christian worship, upon

"individual liberty and the state" is to push in a nil return

quick and run for cover.

Why "daunting" environment? Because, quite simply, so far as

I am able to grapple with the difficulties of the Gospel,

Christianity has nothing to say about the state nor consequently

about the relationship between the state and the individual,

about whom indeed it does have much to say.

Man is born into a society. In fact, we have no knowledge

or conception of what a human being not so born could possibly be

like. Society takes many forms. Some fit inside others, like
eiLlt

ussian babushkas insideILRussian babushka,. The outermost of L
o
441-e-se to which we belong - or at any rate, the outermost of those

to which we attach the possessive pronoun,"my" society or "our"

society - is what I take to be meant by the term "state". We

cannot help being born into a state; and by being born into it

we are born into a web of assumptions by which our emotions, our

thoughts and our behaviour are affected, if not determined. We

find ourselves thinking and talking about it in the sort of language

applied to persons such as a mother or father, Though mostly we

use the neuter gender and call the state "it", we cannot avoid

attributing to it the characteristics of a person.

That would still be so even if our state'existed away by

itself, surrounded with impenetrable deserts or forests, or if

it was the only one on the globe. In reality it is one among

many others, of which we have an indirect sort of consciousness,

not least the consciousness of not belonging to them, which greatly

strengthens our instinctual t ,ationship with our own state. Termino-

logically, the state we are about  isthe "nation state".
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Of course there were sta
tes, and nation states, 

in the period

during which Christian w
orship and the Christian

 gospel same into

existence. The human beings by whom
 the Gospel is peopled b

elonged to

a state which in the not
 too distant past had "s

een off" larger and

more powerful neighbours
. Its capital was Jerusale

m, and its laws

were a code which purpor
ted to be of great antiq

uity and of divine

origin. At some point however in
 the period concerned it

 was dis-

placed, or perhaps rathe
r absorbed,by another andv

astly more exten-

sive state, centred upon
 Rome. The people however did n

ot transfer

to Rome their sense of b
elonging but continued t

o focus it upon

Jeruaiem and the Jerusal
em code.

There is a further and i
mmensely important compl

ication. For

whatever historical reas
on, the people of Judaea

 had got it into

their heads that the exi
sting state was temporar

y and would at some

unknown but probably fai
rly early date be superseded by another

kingdom, of which the mo
narch would be none othe

r than LI(.;

What there was no agreem
ent upon was the extent 

of that future

kingdom. Would it be restricted t
o Palestine, or would it

 embrace

the whole world? The debate reached a point w
hich may be described

as critical, in the full 
scientific sense of the 

term,after the

Romans had destroyed Jer
usalem in 70 AD. The code of the future d

i-

after that thought of as

vine kingdom could hardl
ylcontinue to be/the Jerusalem-based

 code

old,
of the/pre-Roman state: 

God must intend fresh le
gislation or in

other words a new covena
nt. How deep, fierce and int

ense the debate

was)can still be felt beneath the heavily
 edited text

of the canonical gospels.

One ought hardly to be s
urprised therefore or in

dignant if

Christianity vouchsafes 
no authoritative comment

 on the relations

of the individual to the
 state. What we can not with any

 integrity

do is to claim to deduce
 from Christianity any s

anction or support

for our own reflections 
or prejudices or predile

ctions on the subject

I will make an indiscree
t d :closure. I was offered a char
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of gospel reading at this service,and in preference to the dialogue

about the tribute money, where I hear too clearly the mocking voice

of an interpolator in the words "and to God the things that are God's",

which, apart from wrecking the repartee, beg the whole question, I

chose the  labourers in the vineyard. Of course, the economics of the

parable are unworkable and would lead to serious trouble under 

the fair employment legislation. The debate to which it belonged was
do with

one which had nothing to /economics. It was about whether Ood could

show the same favour to the Gentiles as to the long-chosen people
for guidance

of Israel. ao wonder if,Apn economics and industrial relations, we

interrogate the parable in vain.

So I am back, still daunted, with the individual and the state

into which he is born and thatthing which we are pleased to call

his "liberty". Absoiute and coMplete liberty there cannot b . That 

would be contradictory to the social nature of mankind and to the
any state

existence of/- whatever.  So instead of starting with a blank sheet,

void of all obligation or necessity, , we are obliged to examine

the nature of the individual's mental and emotional response to

his particular state.

What stri'kes us night aw-ay is

variation between states. The political scientist livesin a kind

of entomologist's paradise.States come at him in all shapes and

varieties. Perhaps because I am English and not American -

at least it is not something for which I can claim any merit -

I decline to start by treating the state to

which I belong myself as the norm. My natural affectionfor it endears

to me exactly those claims and no otherswhich it makes upon

me - makes, that is to say, in its present form, for in these 

matters there is a continuous process of change in which we are all

ourselves caught up. I do not however despise or decry the 

citizens of other states, where those claims are different. I

recognize that there is son :ling unique about the conditions which

the extraordinary
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render viable the state to which I have the happiness to belong.

When I observe its laws and expect others to do so, there exists

in my mind the strong sense that I along with others have consented

to those laws, if not demanded them. Yet I would be the first to

admit that the organs and institutions by which that consent is

secured and expressed depend much less upon logic or general

principles than upon habit and acceptance.

What then becomes of individual liberty? We are in an argument

in a circle. The individual's liberty consists of those several

things which he is allowed to do - allowed, that is to say, not

by his physical qualities nor by the laws of the physical world

but by the society to which he belongs and which protects him in

the enjoyment of those liberties. How wise, incidentally, were

our forefathers to use the plural and talk about "liberties".

Merely to be human can not endow a human being with rights.

As a being born into a particular society, his liberties are what

he can claim in that society, what that society can accommodate,

and what that society can enforce. Apart from a state the concept

of human rights is without content. The concept of human rights

is without content as between man and God. As against Him, they

cannot be enforced; they cannot even be imagined. The Book of

Job is one sustained commentary upon that theme.

So perhaps the parable of the labourers in the vineyard

turns out not to be irrelevant after all. The God of the whole

earth, unlike the state-creating and state-sanctioning god of the

Jerusalem code, does not create rights. He dpes not deal in rights.

The Christian God deals in something radically different from rights:

He deals in grace. "I will give unto this last as unto thee. Shall

I not do what I will with mine own? Is thine eye evil, because I

am good?"
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NOT FOR PUBLICATION OH REFERENCE
TO CONTENT BEFORE TIME OF DELIVERY

Speech by the Rt hon. J. Enoch Powell, MBE, to a meeting

of the Sussex Branch of the Monday Club at the Old Ship

Hotel, Brighton, at 6 pm, Wednesday, '12th October 1986.

I do not know whether I can make my voice carry from one

end of Brighton to the other; but I intend to try, for my

purpose this evening is to make a personal appeal to the Prim
e

Minister. There are two possible views about the Prime Minister's

utterances. One is that she says whatever she feels fits the

occasion and the circumstances, but without any implication t
hat

she intends the consequences. The other view is that she speaks

from the heart and means what she says.

My own decision after nearly ten years of close observation a
nd

reflection is that the Prime Minister means what she says, no
t

least when her words are maturely chosen and prepared. I have

reached another conclusion as well, The Prime hinister is an

extremely cautious politician who acts, and acts decisively, 
when

her instinctive sense of timing tells her that the moment to 
act

upon her stated beliefs has come. That is a mark neither of

duplicity nor of insincerity.

At the beginning of last month the Prime Minister addressed

a putlic message to the 1RA and any others who (in her words)

"think that, if they step up terrorism, it will weaker our

resolve to stay in Northern Ireland". She proceeded then to say

this: "Stepping up their campaign strengthens the resolve of the

British Government that Northern Ireland is part of the Unite
d

Yingdom and will remain so". I am convinced that the Prime

Minister, in referring to that "resolve of the British Govern
ment",

was totally sincere. Orly that conviction justifies what I intend

to say to her this evening.

The krime Minister knows perfectly well, and she knows that 
I

know she knows perfectly well, that for a number of years the
re
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has been no such resolve on the part of H
MG. In fact any unpreju-

diced examination of the successive stage
s of British policy

towards Northern Ireland - from the "Iris
h dimensiorP green paper

of 1972 to the Anglo-Irish Agreement of 1
985 - could only come

to the conclusion that the latent but del
iberate determination

was to organize the detachment, albeit by
 Eradual and as far as

possible emollient means, of Northern Ire
land from the United

Kingdom and its embodiment into a form of 
alleircland state. The

Prime hinister also knows, as the person 
who participated with

almost physical repugnance in that course
 of policy since the

murder of Airev Neave in 1979, that the very perception of HMG's

111 intention has been the root cause of the 
troubles which have racked

the province since 1972 and is still the steady encouragement
 and

life-supplying oxygen which maintains and
 exacerbates the campaign

of terror in Korthern Ireland.

Mloever else expected that the Anglo-Iris
h Agreement, which

confirmed and sealed that intention of HM
G, would brinE peace to

the province, the Prime Minister did not.
 She knew what she was

doing, she knew what the consequences wer
e likely to be, and she

signed the Agreement with the lightness o
f heart of someone

being made to swal,ow arsenic. I am not so ungenerous as to

doubt that throughout the s quence of sum
mit meetings which led

• up to the Agreement the Prime Minister be
lieved Ehe was duty bound

to have regard to higher national interes
ts which have nothing

directly to do with Northern Ireland and 
its people. If I did

not believe that, I woula not be directin
g to her the personal

appeal which I now make.

You, Prime Minister, have it in your powe
rs and no one else

has it in their power, to demonstrate, no
t by words but by actions

of which the significance cannot be mista
ken by friend or by foe,

the "resolve of the British Government th
at 'eorthern Ireland is
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part of the United Kingdom and will remain 
so". You know that

by exerting your power to do this you and y
ou only can lift from

the people of Ulster the ni.ghtmare of murde
r and destruction to

wnich a justified doubt of that resolve sti
ll condemns them. I

know, and you know that I know, that your g
rief at being personally

responsible for that nightmare is deep, sin
cere and almost daily

renewed in a woman who feels as a woman for those who suffer.

You understand, none octter, what the neces
sary measures are,

and that they are available. If Ulster is, and is tc reffain, part

of the Unit-d Kingdom, there is no need for
 Parliament to treat it

differently from the rest and to deny its r
epresentatives the same

parliamentary rights and procedures as othe
rs possess. It needs

no legislation to alter that. If Ulster is, and is to remain,

part of the United Kingdom, you, wh( have s
poken so clearly and

decisively of the incompatibility of devolu
tion with maintenance

of the Union, understand that nothing but h
arm and confusion result

from retaining on the statute book the cons
titutional clauses of

the Act of 1973, with its misbegotten offspring, the Acts 
of 972-i

and  982. You know that a signal from yourself would 
release from

the prison-house of the Anglo-Irish Agreeme
nt not only the United

Kingdom and its loyal citizens in the provi
nce of Ulster but also

the government and people of the Irish Repu
blic, whom it placed

in an equally false and invidious position.

I have acknowledged your wisdom in the judg
ement of timing

and your skill and fortitudE in waiting upo
n events. You will

attribute to an affection for florthern Ire
land and its people,

which I believe you share, the presumption 
of mv impatience in

urging upon you that the time has now come 
to grant the justice

so long desired by Ulster and to place beyo
nd uncertainty or cavil

''the resolve of the British Government that
 Northern Ireland is

part of the "Jnited Kin dom and will remain 
so .
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The people of Northern Ireland
 arc a small fraction of

the population of Great Britai
n. Their affairs arc but a small

fraction of the responsibiliti
es you carry. Yet there is no

greater good which you have t
he power to accomplish than, 

by

obeying your knowledge as wcll
 as your instinct, to give ba

ck

peace and safety to that provi
nce.
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The Second Keene Lecture, Chelmsford Cathedral,
11th October, 1988, 8 p.m., by the Rt Hon.

J. Enoch Powell, MBE.

THE ENGLISH SETTLEMENT

"We are nowhere so high in our estate royal", declared Henry VIII,

"as in this our High Court of Parliament". It was accordingly the

Crown in Parliament which in the 16th century became "on earth the

supreme governor of the Church in England". It expressly was the

Church "in" England, where the all-important preposition "in" endows

the definite article "the" in front of "Church" with the implicit

assertion of still being part of the church universal. The Church of

England - I have deliberately and consciously shifted prepositions -

is by definition that part of the universal church of which the Crown

in Parliament is supreme governor. With two qualifications, it

remains territorially limited to the boundaries of England. The two

qualifications are, first, that early this century "England" roF-Inis

purpose became an England which no longer embraces Wales. The second '-

qualification is the little remembered fact that from 1800 to 1871 it

was, under the same, unchanged authority, an integral part of the

United Church of England and Ireland.

Acknowledgement of a supreme national authority over the

Church in England brought the nation face to face with that division

in the universal church, a division arguably corresponding to a deep

cleavage in human nature itself, which was rendered overt in the

16th century by the mental revolution denoted conventionally as the

Renaissance. After violent oscillation, the nation took a typical

and uniquely English resolve - to ignore, to compromise, or (to use

a favourite term) to settle the whole fundamental issue in a way

that would exclude from the Church only those who pertinaciously

adhered to the old external authority and those who equally pertina-

ciously claimed the independence of their individual judgement in

interpreting the scriptures and fixing the forms of public worship.
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In the Church of England there should be room alike for those who

honoured its continuity with the past (its catholicity) and for those

who honoured its kinship with the new movement stirring men's minds

(its protestantism).

The aloofness of England from thesanguinary persecutions and

the acquisitive conflicts which racked the adjacent European continent

confirmed the general affection of her people for the Elizabethan

settlement. It was an affection so rooted that, after the alternatives

had been devastatingly explored in the middle years of the 17th century,in 1662
the reinstatement of the settlement virtually unaltered/was generally

welcomed. That decision was confirmed again after the crisis of 1688,
had

when the supreme governor of the Church/attempted to use that authority

in order to hand it back to the papacy.

The bloodless revolution of 1688 ensured the continuity not

only of England's parliamentary constitution but of the settlement

embodied in its Church. In an episode which received little attention

even in tercentenary year, William III exerted himself to re-open

the Elizabethan and Stuart settlement with a view to bringing the

non-comformists within its comprehension. His initiative and the

new prayer book which a Royal Commission was induced to put forward

foundered upon the instinctual resistance of the parishes. The heart

of the matter is well taken in a passage where Macaulay imagines

a parish church in which the incumbent introduced the new book:

"A layman might still continue to sit under the accustomed

pulpit and to kneel at the accustomed alter; but if, just at

this juncture his ears and eyes had been shocked by changes,in

the worship to which he was fondly attached, if the compositions

of the doctors of the Commission had taken the place of the

old collects, if he had seen clergymen without surplices

carrying the chalice and the paten up and down the aisle to

seated communicants, the tie which bound him to the established

church would have been dissolved".
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The historian concluded, somewhat surprisingly for a Whig,

that "it is an indisputable and a most instructive fact that we

are in a great measure indebted for the civil and religious liberty

which we enjoy to the pertinacity with which the High Church party

in the Convocation of 1689 refused even to deliberate on any plan of

comprehension". Macaulay was more right than in 1850 he could

possibly know. It was the Church of an England whose people insisted

upon continuing to kneel in which the great movements, catholic and

evangelical, of the 19th and 20th centuries could take place without

destroying the settlement and the continuity of the national church -

at least until this present time.

While all this was happening, the Crown in Parliament of England

was successively merged in the Crown in Parliament of Great Britain,

the Crown in Parliament of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland, and the Crown in Parliament of the United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Northern Ireland. It has therefore since 1707 been

through a body in which more than England was represented that the

Crown governed the Church of England. If this is anomalous, the

anomaly is one which has excited no surprise in other contexts.

The law of Scotland, protected by the Treaty of Union, is made and

amended by the whole Parliament, which also legislates differentially

for other specfic parts of the kingdom. Indeed, the unity of the

legislative authority is inseparable from the unity of the nation

itself. The source of authority in the Church of England continues

to be equated to the source of all other authority in the nation.

The uniquely territorial nature of the Church of England is

marked on another side by its parochial obligations, whereby the

principal services of the Church are mace available by it as of right

to all persons whatsoever, upon the sole condition of their local

situation in England. It is the common right and possession of the

whole people of England in a sense that no other church is or can be;

and the existence of the right, like that of other rights, does not



depend on whether or not individuals who possess it choose to

exercise it.

The territorial uniqueness of the Church of England was not

impaired by that vast colonial, missionary and pastoral activity

of its priests and members over more than three centuries which

resulted in its forms of worship and particularly its Book of Common

Prayer being diffused over large parts of the rest of the inhabited

world. Where those territories were or remained under British rule,

the ecclesiastical organization was in effect part of colonial or

imperial administration, and the bishops and olergy came frequently

from and returned frequently to office in the Church of England;

but the Church of England under the Crown as its supreme governor

was not thereby enlarged, even though the territories concerned were

governed on the ultimate responsibility of the Parliament of the

United Kingdom.

In the case of India alone what was called the "Ecclesiastical

0 Settlement" was covered by British statute law, eventually Part X

of the Government of India Act 1915, which was repealed when in 1927

Parliament approved a Church Assembly Measure to dissolve "the legal

union between the Church of England and the Church of England in

India"; but even this appears to have been by way of removal of

doubt: "the ecclesiastical law of the Church of England", it

declared, "so far as it exists in India, shall in India cease to

exist as law".

There consequently occurred no formal termination of the

ecclesiastical authority of the Crown in Parliament of the United

Kingdom corresponding to that which had to occur when territories

formerly under British rule became independent politically. After

the First World War however there arose a strong predisposit- n to

devise forms and formulae which would conceal the real fact of the

termination of Britain's political authority in the former empire.

Thereby has hung the long, and not wholly happy, story of the
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Commonwealth, which claimed to be a continuing political entity

despite the effective political independence of the individual

parts and which involved the mother country in maintaining obligations

to the other territories which they repudiated towards it and towards

one another.

The ecclesiastical counterpart of Commonwealth, though not

geographically coincident, was the so-called Anglican Communion,

defined - significantly in 1930, the year before the Statute of

Westminster - as "bound together not by a central legislative and

executive authority but by mutual loyalty sdstained through the 

common counsel of the bishops in conference". It was, once again,

the mother church from which the sacrifice' necessary to sustain the

fiction of continuing unity was required. The Church of England

knows no such lawful authority as the common counsel of bishops in

conference, whoever those bishops are; but that consent was endowed

with persuasive authority, by making it the condition of a unity

411assumed to be overwhelmingly and self-evidently desirable.
The concept upon which the whole contraption depended was

"communion" with the see of Canterbury. The menace which substitutes

the common counsel of certain bishops for the governance of the

Crown in Parliament is that, in default of compliance on the part

of the Church of England, "communion" will be at an end. The con-

cept of communion is not so unambiguous as often appears to be taken

for granted. It does not apparently in this context mean the

admission of a worshipper to the sacraments, and particularly the

Eucharist. The definition by the law of England of who may be

admitted and who repelled would hardly be challenged by any con-

ceivable measures taken in other churches. They may apply tests or

conditions which would exclude a member of the Church of England from

their sacraments; but that is their business and their right, and none

of ours, and does not affect what happens in England.

The meaning of "communion" which appears to be implied by
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current debate is interchangeability betw
een those who perform

corresponding functions in their respective churches. 
The law of

the Church of England defines what person
s and how qualified are to

perform those functions in it. Nothing but a change in that law can

enable other persons or persons different
ly qualified to do so. It

is "communion" in this sense which would 
require that definition

either to conform to, or to be overridden
 by, the definitions valid

in another church.

The crucial definitions in the current de
bate are those of

"priest" and "bishop". A great commotion has arisen because in

certain churches which are deemed on the 
formula of 1930 to be in

communion with the see of Canterbury pers
ons are made priests and

bishops who could not lawfully be made so
 in the Church of England.

In consequence it is proposed that, in or
der to maintain the status quo

of the fiction of continuing ecclesiastic
al unity, the Crown in

Parliament ought so to change the law of 
the Church of England as• either to bring it into line with the rul
es of those other churches

• or at least to enable persons qualified i
n those other churches to

perform certain offices to come and perfo
rm those offices in the

Church of England.

I emphasize that what is at issue is not 
the undoubted right

of those other churches, through their re
spective duly constituted

authorities, to take whatever decisions appear good to
 them. They

may have what priests or bishops they cho
ose. Whether wisely or not,

is no business of the Church of England. 
What is at issue is the

presumption that their action creates a c
orresponding duty on the

part of the Church of England to alter it
s own law with a view to

maintaining communion with them. That presumption is offensive to

reason and justice. It amounts to claiming that the governarr
 of

the Churcn of England ought henceforward 
to conform itself

decisions taken by the governing authorit
ies of other churches.

If communion with them is to be the overr
iding obligation, there is
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no other conclusion that can be drawn. It is a conclusion uniquely

insulting to the Church of England because uniquely the Church of

England by its definition shares the same governing authority as

the nation state.

There are great tides in human affairs, tides which from their

propensity to affect minds simultaneously in many countries, take on

almost the character of epidemics - "pandemics" should perhaps be

the word. Like natural tides however they ebb as well as flow.

The reaction to type which is the preservative of all biological

species sets in. Signs are accumulating today that one such tide

is just upon the turn. For thirty years it has been almost obligatory

for public men to affect to regard the independent nation state as an

outworn and deplorable institution. Perhaps it was a providential

coincidence that the tercentenary year of 1988 has witnessed the

official reaffirmation by the Crown's Chief Minister of the supreme

— —
value of the independent nation state, which in our case is the

independent parliamentary nation state, and rejection of supposed

ties and commitments that would be incompatible with that supreme

value. In such a changed environment the people of England may with

a good conscience and - what a cynic might say is equally important -

in keeping with current fashion repudiate any supposed obligations

which can only be fulfilled at the price of surrendering national

sovereignty. The Church of England is not inhibited by the history

of empire from claiming for itself that right of independence which

it freely accords to churches both within and without the realm of

England which have a different form of government from its own.
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A perceptible wind of change is blowing through the policies of

the party and government which have been in power the past nine 

years in Britain and evidently expect to continue to be so for some

time ahead. Issues long treated as closed both to discussion and to

revision are being deliberately reopened. If Britain's relations

with Europe are to be put back upon the footing of those between

independent nation states, some of us who have long wanted to see

back upon the agenda the current and foreseeable change in the com-

position of Britain's population may awake one morning to find our-

selves no longer a marginalized minority. Whoever else has forgotten

that in 1978 Mrs Thatcher understood the instincts of those who

dreaded being "swamped" in their own country by the consequences of

that change, we may be certain that she has not forgotten.

At such a juncture there is value in reminding ourselves just

how we arrived at it. As the reasons have long been forgotten or

obscured, it may be a useful contribution to give a logical and con-

nected account of them now.

Every society has a definition to identify those who belong

to it - I shall resolutely refuse to define the word "belong"

itself, regarding it as sufficiently understood with-

 

out definition - and to distinguish them from the rest of mankind

who do not belong to it. In the case of a club that definition

is to be found in the rules. In the case of a state it is to be

found in its law nf nationality or citizenship.

Until recent times the nationality law of the United Kingdom

was essentially feudal. It was based on the conception according

to which, between whoever is born in a territory and the lord of

that territory, there exists a nexus of reciprocal rights. Those

who were torn in England were consequently subjects of the Crown,

and to be born with that allegiance was to be a British subject.
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The law of the United Kingdom 
thus divided mankind into two 

classes:

British subjects, and the rest
. (Strictly speaking, there was 

a 

third category, namely, "Briti
sh protected persons"; but it was

of no importance generally and
 I mention it only to protect 

myself

against anyone complaining tha
t I have overlooked it.)

Of course a person not born wi
thin the allegiance could beco

me

a British subject by being all
owed to undertake that allegia

nce.

This might be a formal legal a
ct of naturalization, or it mi

ght

follow as a consequence of som
e other event. A woman, for example,

became a British subject by ma
rrying one, because it was in

conceiv-

able in that relationship that
 she did not share the allegia

nce

which might require him to fi
ght and die for his sovereign.

This law of nationality was a 
ius soli, "right of the soil",

as distinguised from ius san5u
inis, "right of blood". There were,

it is true, circumstances in w
hich children born to British 

subjects

but born outside the allegianc
e were recognized as British 

subjects;

but this anomaly - for such it
 was - was jealously limited a

nd did

not normally extend beyond one
 such generation. The idea, familiar

to the nationality law of othe
r nations,of an inherited sta

tus

transmissible from generation 
to generation was, and indeed 

still

is, foreign to the law of the 
United Kingdom.

To the status of British subje
ct attached the bundle of

rights and liberties of the so
rt which we ordinarily describ

e by

the term citizenship. They included the right to ent
er or leave

the realm at will and to be do
miciled in it, as well as suc

h

political rights, like holding
 office or exercising the ele

ctoral

franchise, as the law attached
 to the status of British sub

ject,

with or without other qualific
ations.

From the middle of the eightee
nth century onwards, notwith-

standing the loss of the Ameri
can Colonies, there occurred 

a

striking expansion outside th
e United Kingdom of the domini

ons
land

of the Crown, until those bor
n within a quarter of the/surf

ace of

•
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the globe were born wi
thin the allegiance a

nd consequently Britis
h

subjects indistinguish
able from one another

 in the law of the Un
ited

Kingdom. Britain, be it noted, 
did not, in that alleg

ed fit of

absentmindedness in w
hich it acquired an e

mpire, create in its

etropolitan law any n
ew status to accommoda

te the denizens of

the empire. It simply allowed the
 consequences of the 

doctrine of

allegiance to operate 
automatically wherever

 the sovereign of the

territory of birth was
 the sovereign of the

 United Kingdom. Con-

sequently by the end o
f the Second World Wa

r there were in the w
orld

some eight hundred mil
lion persons born out

side the United Kingd
om

but endowed in the Uni
ted Kingdom with all 

the rights of British

subjects.

Every state claims and
 exercises as a natur

al aspect of its

statehood the right t
o admit or exclude at 

discretion those who d
o

not belong to it. In exercising that di
scretion it may have r

egard

to the present or fut
ure interests of its 

inhabitants or to othe
r

considerations, which 
may include considerat

ions of an altruistic

nature. The policy involved i
n exercising that dis

cretion is

commonly and convenien
tly described as its 

immigration policy. 
The

always

United Kingdom had, of
 course, / exercised this discret

ion in

respect of aliens, as 
for example when it ad

mitted to the United

Kingdom some 200,000 
European Jews in the 

last decade of the 19
th

century and the first
 decade of this centur

y and a further 50,00
0

in the 1930's. In respect of British 
subjects, however - t

hose

eight hundred millions
 to whom I just refer

red - there neither w
as

nor could be an immigr
ation policy. All possessed under U

nited 

Kingdom law the same u
nqualified right of e

ntry and domicile.

The populations which 
eventually amounted t

o the eight nundred

mIllions I have mentio
ned made a quantitativ

ely negligible use of



their rights of entry a
nd domicile in the Unit

ed Kingdom until

after the Second World 
War, when economic cond

itions in Britain,

coupled with the enormo
us capability of air tr

ansport for shifting

large numbers of person
s, opened up the immine

nt prospect that a

movement thitherto negl
igible would become so 

massive as to alter

substantially the compo
sition of the populatio

n of Britain. If

this was not to happen,
 it would be necessary 

so to alter the law

of nationality of the U
nited Kingdom as to det

ach the right of

entry  and abode from the stat
us of British subject a

nd attach it

to a narrower category,
 however defined, of th

ose who belonged to

the United Kingdom itse
lf.

I have brought my accou
nt down to: the point wh

ere the inevita-

bility of that alterati
on of British nationali

ty law was fatefully

fended off between 1949
 and 1961. Before I proceed to des

cribe

and explain that drama 
there is a tale within 

a tale that must be

told first. It is surpassingly biza
rre.

When British rule in In
dia came to an end in 1

947, it was

evident that the princi
pal successor state, th

e Indian Union, and

probably also the other
 successor state, "Paki

stan", would wish not

recognize the British m
onarch as their soverei

gn. In consequence

they and their populati
ons would automatically

, being outside the

allegiance, become fore
ign states whose citize

ns were aliens, as

had been the case with 
Burma in 1946. For a Britain which was

engaged in telling itse
lf that the Empire was 

in process of evolving

into a worldwide Common
wealth of Nations on wh

ich the sun would

never set, this was an 
appalling prospect, and

 they applied to

themselves - nobody els
e wanted it - a halluci

natory drug. They

abolished allegiance as
 the basis of British n

ationality. Instead

they declared that Brit
ish subjects would in f

uture be those who

were the citizens of a 
list of self-governing 

countries which  grew

longer  and lc as colonies became inde
pendent. That left the
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United Kingdom itself and the colonies that we
re still dependent

unaccounted for. Tc accommodate them the British invented a new

category called Citizens of the United Kingdom
 and Colonies. The

whole lot were to be called Commonwealth citiz
ens and equated for

the purposes of UK law with British subjects. 
Thus did the British

bravely hold reality at bay, and ensure incide
ntally that the over-

entry rights of
hanging/eight hundred millions would remain in

tact, however many

of their countries became, like India, republi
cs.

This passionate attachment of post-war Britain
 to the myth of

a continuing Commonwealth has to be grasped in
 all its fulness

if the disaster of the 1950's is to be underst
ood. By the time

Churchill ceased to be Prime Minister in 1955,
 a Bill to restrict

in the United Kingdom the right of entry and d
omicile, as every

other country on the face of the earth restric
ts it, to belongers

was in draft and awaiting introduction into Pa
rliament. There is

no reason for supposing that it would have bee
n particularly con-

troversial there or elsewhere. That the old law was obsolete in

modern circumstances was generally recognized 
at the time. Instead,

however, after a year spent searcling for alter
native wheezes, such

as making admission conditional on housing or 
employment, Macmillan

1955
shelved the whole matter for the duration of t

he/parliament. Quite

suddenly, in the middle and later 1950's, not 
only did the reform

come to be perceived as a threat to the multi-
racial Commonwealth

but the idea grew up that there would be actua
l merit in the

presence in Britain of those whom the reform w
ould have excluded

if it had been in force already.

It was thus in a different atmosphere and only
 after the

Conservative Government had won a majority of 
100 in the General

Election of 1959, that the original Bill was at last put before

Parliament in 1961 and came into force in 196
2. That Act created

for the frst .ime two classes of British subject - now alia
s

"Commonwealth Ltizen" - those who did and those who did not

posaas in UK law the right of entry and abode.
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An important consequence ot• the absence - indeed, the legal

impossibility - of what in other countries wo
uld be an immigration

policy was the dearth of reliable information
 as to what had been

happening: statistics and a policy of control go hand in
 hand.

Huge numbers of Commonwealth citizens enter a
nd leave the United

Kingdom all the time. Theoretically, if you subtract the number

who leave from the number who enter, you arri
ve at the number who

stay - whether legally entitled to do so or n
ot. The scope for

error, however, when the gross totals were so
 large, was great and,

in the absence of any device for matching ind
ividual departures

against individual entries, the method was ho
pelessly inadequate.

Moreover after 1972 documentation was to be 
further impeded when

freedom of internal movement within the Europ
ean Economic Community

came into force. In the middle 1960's it would not be unfair t
o

say that no British government really 'knew in
 quantitative terms

what had happened.

It was natural, in retrospect, that for a lo
ng time attention

continued to be concentrated upon the crude n
umbers of New Common-

wealth citizens who had entered before the Ac
t of 1962 (necessarily

an unofficial figure) and of those who were a
dmitted afterwards.

Only in the later 1960's d d information become available on the

proportion of births within the United Kingdom which were attributabl,

to parents who had themselves been born outside it. This information

at first collected locally by the health auth
orities, was given a

statutory basis in 1969, when the place of bi
rth of parents was
all

required to be notified at the registration o
f/births. The figures

.4ad
thus obtainel/cast some light upon the prospe

ctive future make-up

of the population, both locally and for Great
Britain as a whole;

but these implications were confused by the d
ebate over the likely

future pattern of fertility. Moreover, with every year that passed, 

more and more parents of New Commonwealth origin would themselves

have been born in the United Kingdom, so that births to parents

born outside would trend downwards even while New Commonwealth

births were in- asing.

.nterest has shifted in recent years, as the
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central importance of population profile, or the age structure of

the population, has begun to be appreciated. It is the profile of

one element in a country's population, compared with that of the

rest, which determines future relative magnitudes. This is subject

of course to any assumptions that may be made as to differential

fertility; but the method still holds good and produces a reliable

minimum result if that differential is taken at zero. The existing

age profile is, of course, the product of what took place before

1962 combined with the manner in which the policy governing control

thereafter was execised and notably the principle, successively

refined but remaining broadly in force, of admitting the children,

spouses and dependants of previous arrivals.

The profile statistics are row based upot direct surveys of

the population ostensibly undertaken for other purposes - employment

policy, for example. These rely upon the visual self-identification

of those surveyed in terms essentially of colour. The replacement

of more objective classification, such as place of birth, by ethni-

city and the supersession of older terminology such as "New Common-

wealth origin" by the now almost standard term "ethnic minority"

are the ena product of a process that has extended over thirty years.

It was, you will recall, in 1962 by a fundamental change in its

law of nationality that the United Kingdom acquired the possibility

and therefore the obligation of an immigration policy - something

which every other nation, under different systems of law, had

possessec. Immigration policies take accourt inter alia of the

prospective consequences of a change in the population of the

receiving countries aro in particular, in the case of long established

and densely populated countries, of acceptability to the existing

population and of governability under the existing constitutional

des. When the Uniteo Kingcom enabiec itself lawfully to control

t.ne entry of British subjects not defined as belonging, to it, the

motive which compelled the change was alarm at the consequences
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anticipated from unlimited entry from the New Commonwealth such as

took place between 1948 and 1962 and the implications of further

growth of that element in Britain's population. Any attempt there-

fore to measure and to observe had to be in terms of an element

defined not by status but by another criterion. This was an ethnic

criterion; and it is significant that in official publications

the term "ethnic minority", which no longer distinguishes at all bet-

ween those who are Commonwealth citizens and those who are not - it

would for example include mainland Chinese and Philippinos - has

replaced the older terminologies, "New Commonwealth", "New

Commonwealth and Pakistan", or even "New Commonwealth ethnic",

which retained a basis in status and embraced, for example, Maltese

and Cypriots.

It is only recently that the publication of future projections

based upon population profiles has been permitted. Indeed, we have

documentary evidence cf the methods by which they were consigned to

oblivion under the Labour government in the late 1960's. It has

now been allowed to be disclosed that official estimates indicate

that by the end of the century Great Britain will have an ethnic

minority population of at least  7  per cent but that the age profile

points to a surge in the growth of that proportion during the 1990's.

Of course, an overall figure, whereby Brixton is submerged

with Gwynedd and Halifax included with Aberdeen,is grossly uninforma-

tive for practical purposes. There is not however the least diffi-

culty in producing more localized profiles and projections, which

must in fact underlie the national overall fiEures. In fact, it

would be surprising if such projections have not actually been made

for Inner and Greater London and for Birmingham or Bradford.

if you were to suppose that Government ministers and Conservative

Central Office are not aware of these figures, albeit the general

public is not yet favoured with them, you would be gravely mistaken.

The fact that neither th Home Secretary nor the Party Chairman
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chooses to discourse upon them, is not evidence that th
ey lack

information with so strong a bearing upon policing, upo
n public

order and indeed upon electoral results. Those gentlemen and their

colleagues are not so stupid or so somnolent that they 
have not

called for such projections for the year 2000, a year n
o longer

unimaginably distant, or that when they are placed befo
re them,

their hair does not begin to weave and curl. It would be disingenuous

to suppose that the personage who was alive twenty years ago

to the fear of "swamping" is content to remain in ignor
ance of what

her subordinates know. These are circumstances in which thought

comes to be given to means, even means treated in the p
ast with

ridicule and dismissal, whereby the projected consequen
ces might

be modified or averted. There will be no attendant noise or

publicity; but those who wish to help this process along will best

do so by demanding, as they are perfeclty entitled to d
emand, that

the projections not merely nationally but locality by l
ocality are

publicly acknowledged, published, and made the subject 
of debate.
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Contrary to custom, I have not chosen a text upon which to

address you. Instead I want to relate the story of a young

Russian nobleman .1. Not of very high ranking nobility --.0 had

large landed property and shared the social and military

experiences and the prevailing cynicism cf the people of his class

at the time. The time was the middle of the last century. In

relatively early manhood he made the discovery that he had an out-

standing gift - others might call it genius - for creating major
9

romantic works.wi'r±.eh placed him in the front rank of those Russian

novelists who were raising Russian literature to a parity of esteem

in western Europe with literatures of longer pedigree.

His fame +4-a-e-d him 4 a pedestal in his own country. The

world was at the feet of the author of War and Reace and

Anna Karenina. To his wealth was now added celebrity and adulation.
 ••• • • • • • I!

Then, quite suddenly, when Leo 1,ikolaevitch Toistoy was

fifty-one, his world fell apart. It was, he now saw, vanity of

vanities and emptiness of emptiness. Ali would come to nothing,

end in nothing.; for nothing was tre evident sum of all things

human. His fame, his talent, his achievements turned to Oust and

ashes - there was no meaning or purpose in them. For two years,

so he nas related, he iivet in a hell of clack despai , in which

he was restrained from the Russian's congenial remedy of suicide

only by the futility of suicide itself.

One day, locking out from mis du gech of hopelessness, where

he vainly cogitated upon his ina ility to find a meaning in exi -ence,

he made a remarkable discovery. his difficulty was not shared ty

t ose who might seem to have much less cause tnan he hat to feel it.

The mass of people, tne peasants, amia indir toil and pave t 

aptarently possessed the secret which was eluding t,e rich ana

famous count. lhey found self-evident from day to cav t,,at

justification for voing. on living whico me torturec himself v-in•
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to discover. For them living itself was solving the problem which

defeated him.

The more he pondered this ooservation, the more deeply he was

impressed by it. He made another observation too, which he felt

might not be unconnectea The common people, the ignorant toilers, 

performed the rites and were penetrated by the faith of the Russian

Orthodox Church, whose threshold he himself had not crossed since

the age of sixteen. For them the unquestioned meaning of life

apparently resideC in the religion which was so closely mingled with

their existence. They solved his riddle not simply by "living

and partly living", by living and going on living, but - so it

seemed,.by a religious belief which contained the answer.

The count made haste to act upon this deduction from his 

observations. He submitted himself again to the hussian Orthodox 

Church, he refreshed his memory of its liturgy and after due pre-

 

paration he received Holy Communion again, so many years disused.

• The conviction that he was in a fair way to answer his tormenting

and unanswerable question had drawn him cut of the slough of

despond. A new life, which was to last until his death thirty

years later, had openec for him: a door had turned upon its hinge.

There in the path however stood a new and monstrous obstacle.

What the Church taught and believed was, he discovered, not true,

no more-true than when he had turned his back upon it in adolescence.

The answer which he had sought lay somewhere hereabouts - no doubt

of that. It was faith; but the faith turned cut to be faith in

lies.

Backward into despair he couio not, would not, go; but where

he stood he Could not De content to go on standin To Commu ion

he came no more; for

"when I approached tne Foyal 1:'ocr arc the priest asked me
repeat wnat I believe aro that v;nat i was snout to receive
was actually the oody ano blood, my heart contracted. It was
more than a false note; it was a cruel aemano made ty someone



who evidently hao never known what faith is. I can now
permit myself to say that it was a cruel demand but at the
time I did not think so. it was just horribly painful to
me. I was no longer in the position I had been in durink my
youth, when I thought that everything in life was iucid.
I had come to faith because apart from it I had found nothih,g,
absolutely nothing, other than destruction; it was therefore
impossible to give up the faith, and so I submitted. i dis-
covered in my soul a feelink that helped me to endure it.
It was a sense of self-abasement and humility. I humbled
myself and swallowed the body and blood without feeling any
sense of blasphemy, and with the desire to believe; but the
blow had already struck".

It was then that Tolstoy experienced what he took for a second

revelation, or rather the second part of the same revelation.

"I was listening to the conversation of an illiterate peasant, 
a pilgrim, speaking about Got, religion and salvation, when
a knowledge of faith was opened up to me. I drew closer to
the people and, as I listened to their debates on life and
religion, I found myself coming closer and closer to an under-
standing of the truth".

Toistoy found his answer because he had to find an answer.

There is a certain pathos in relating what that answer was. he

concluded that the faith was a compound of truth and falsehood,

the falsehood havink been deliberately put there by the custodians

of the truth for the purpose cf self-maknification and aggrandise-

ment. Wonderful and terrible to relate, he seriously set himself

to sift out the one from the other.

"Where did the falsehood come from, and where did the truth
come from? Both had been passed down by what is called
the Church. But falsehood and truth are contained in
tradition, in the so-called holy tradition and in the
Scriptures. Whether I liked it or not, I was ied to study
and examine those writings and traditions I have no doubt 
that there is truth in the teachings, but I also have no
doubt that there is falsehood in them too, and that I must
discover what is true and what is false and separate one from
the other. This is what I have set out to do".

There is something sublime and kra ciose in the scene cf the

Russian nobleman, with bare har = were, settink out to hew 

stones in the mountain. It led him into ex-communication; ft iec

him into police surveillance. "I am the Czar", said Nicholas II;

"but it Count Tolstoy who rules tnis cou try". It led him to

expropriate nimself ard die in the o fine nn a railway station.

Like so mans finders, Tolstoy orourbt with him what he dis-

•
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covered, and what he brought places him firmly in the genealogy

of the Russian Revolution. Listen to this:

"People in our world live without faith. One section, the
educated, wealthy minority, having freed themselves from
the persuasion of the Church, believe in nothing because
they regard every faith either as an absurdity or as a
useful means of controlling the masses. The vast, poor and
uneducated majority, consisting of people who with few ex-
ceptions are true believers, finding themselves slaves under
the influence of hypnosis, think they believe in what is
suggested to them beneath the guise of faith. But it is not
faith; for rather than clarifying man's position in the
world, it only obscures it. This situation and the mutual
relations between the non-believing, pretentious minority
and the hypnotized majority shapes the life of our world,
which we call Christian. And this life, both of the minority
who hold the means of hypnosis in their hands and of the
hypnotized majority, is terrible on account of both the
cruelty and immorality of the rulers and the oppression and
stupefaction of the enormous working masses".

The "true" parts of the gospel and the traditions of the

Church were, Tolstoy decided, those which accorded with certain

notions about man and society: with pacifism, social equality,

redistribution of wealth, neighbourly love. Equipped with this

criterion, Tolstoy proceeded to produce his own expurgated version

and define the original and thus "true" teaching of Jesus Christ.

The conclusion inevitably coincided with the premises.

I am conscious that this discourse of mine, despite its (I hope)

intrinsic interest, is unsatisfactory. That is because I decline

at the end to do essentially as Tolstoy did and apply more refined

methods than he possessed,.the methods of historical and textual

criticism, the methods of sociology and anthropology, the methods of

social psychology..to answering a question not necessarily accessible

to those methods. I shall insteadand apologetically)conclude with

yet another passage from Tolstoy's Confessions, where he appears to

me, conscious of being, as he was, a child of his time, to come

nearest to defining if not to answering his question.

"In fulfilling the church rituals I subdued my reason and 
submitted myself to a tradition shared by all mankind.
I united myself with my ancestors and loved ones, with my
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father and mother, and grandfather and grandmother. They
and all who came before them had believed and lived, and
they had brought me into the world. And I joined those
millions whom I so admired. Nor was there anything wrong
in these acts in themselves; (by "wrong" I mean the 
indulgence of desire). As I rose early in the morning to
go to church, I knew that I was doing something good, if
only in that I was sacrificing my bodily comforts in order
to subdue my proud mind for the sake cf unity with my
anscestors and contemporaries and of finding the meaning
of life ... While listening to the church services I
paused at each word and whenever I could I gave it meaning.
In the liturgy the most significant words for me were: 'Love 
one another in unity'. But further on I ignored the words:
'We believe in the Father, the Lon and the Holy Ghost',
because i could not understand them".



Address by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MBE,
to the Yorkshire European Facts Croup at the
ingwood Restaurant, lAest Vale, Halifax, at
7.30 p.m., Monday, 26th September, 1988.

The invitation which resulted in my standing before you this

evening was a portent. Like all good portents, it was not an
even

isolated portent. In fact,/since it was extended in July, the

signs of the times have continued to multiply.

The course of human affairs is marked by great surges of

opinion which for the time being carry all before them but are

succeeded by a pause and a reaction. When the tide is at its

41)

height, the most preposterous notions are greedily swallowed and

firmly maintained. Attempts to query or examine them are angrily

and impatiently scouted. The voice of reason Pnd experience does

not get a hearing until the first intoxication has begun to evaporate.

It was on the crest of one of these surges that sixteen or

seventeen years ago the Parliament of the United Kingdom disclaimed

its historic powers of legislation, taxation and control over the

executive in order for the United Kingdom to become part of the

European Economic Community. Those who protested against this

were shouldered aside, the electorate at large joined in the stam-

pede, and presently there was no platform or place in public life

fur_t_h_g_se who continued to dissent. The matter, they were told,

had been decided once and for all: only the irredeemably cranky

would refuse to accept the fait accompli and endeavour to revive or

protract debate.

The more the popular fallacies of the early days began to be

undermined by events, the more strenuously those who had entertained

and propagated them stopped their ears and declared that it was now

too late for second thoughts. "You aren't seriously suggesting,

are you, that Britain can actually leave the EEC?6 was a retort

considered sufficient to silence all argument. As time
national

went on, one bastion of/resistance after another crumbled and col-

lapsed. Even now that the tide has turned, the surrender continues.
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The Labour Party, obs.-3sed with the attempt to outflank 1,irs Thatcbee.

threw overboard the policy of orderly withdrawal from the EEC

which its Conference had repeatedly endorsed. Even the Trades

Union Congress, lumbering vainly in pursuit of events, has recently

hitched its wagon to a falling star and come out on the losing

side.

For those who wish to retain any faith in the common sense

of their fellowcountrymen, there is something distasteful in re-

cording tne absurdities which were once so confidently proclaimed

and deafeningly applauded. The world, it used to be said, and

Britain along with the rest, was threatened by famine. Our only

safeguard was to penalize producers outside Europe and subsidize

producers inside Europe. We do not hear much about that nowadays,

least of all from British farmers who are told to scale their out-

put down, plant forests, preserve bogland, and try their fortune in

the tourist industry. Then there was the cry that Britain as a

trading nation could not "go it alone": outside the ringfence of

the European Community our trade would shrivel and fail. We simply

could not make a living in the cold, hard world outside. Well, we

are worried now about a huge deficit on our balance of trade and

the prospect of worse to come. Where are the voices to tell

t4 that  nearl' all the deficit is oll_g, trade with Europe, not

411 our trade with the rest of the -4orld? Peace in Europe - that was

what the Common Market used to be about, preventing France and

Germany from ever getting at each other's throats again. Why

Britain, which had never attacked either of them, had therefore

to be amalgamated with them was never explained. But is there any-

body now outside an institution who fears a Franco-German war or

thinks that only the EEC is preventing it?

The voices which once trumpeted all those discredited prophecies

are not, as miEht have been expected, reduced to a decent silence.

They arc heard louder than ever. Like a street mob, they din into



4V) our ears trIE: chant of "Ninet
een ninety-two". The meaning of th,t

blameless date, which all of
 us who survive long enough 

will one

day experience, is beginning
 to come clear. It is not the year of

freedom of trade. There is a lot to be said in
 favour of freedom

of trade, of governments not
 impeding the exchange of go

ods and

services, not to mention cur
rencies, between their own c

itizens

and the inhabitants of other
 lands. The EEC however is not, and

never has been, about freedo
m of trade: it is about, and always

has been about, a closed-off
 internal trading system in

 Europe.

What 1992 means to the EEC is som
ething quite different from

 free-

dom of trade, something whic
h is based upon a fallacy a

s monstrous

as those discredited absurdi
ties of the early 1970s.

414
Freedom of trade, the fallac

y asserts, can not exist bet
ween

countries unless they have 
the same tax laws, the same 

currency,

the same standards of drinki
ng water and bathing bE ches

 - unless,

in short, they are a single 
political entity. Now this is the

negation of free trade, of t
he freedom to exchange one's

 goods and

services with the other fell
ow, however stupid and howev

er different

from our own his customs and
 his laws may be. What the EEC is bent

upon has nothing to do with 
free trade or free anything.

 It is a

naked assertion of the will 
to power, thc will to create

 a unified

state to which instead of ou
r own national organs of rep

resentation

61
and government we are all t

o be suoordinate

Before anybody complains th
at he was never warned about

 this

and does not believe it, let me ask him one question:
 why then

was it necessary, back in 1
972, for the United Kingdom,

 in order to

become part of the EEC, to 
renounce in the most compreh

ensive

maener all the powers of th
e United Kingdom Parliament?

 This is

"where we came , is it not?

The original issue, of surre
ndering or retaining the so

vereign

Parliament of the United Kin
gdom,remains not so much at

 the head of

the agenda as the only item 
on the agenda. i-re‘ we to retain it,

or rather to recover it, or 
are we not? UK membership of the
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European Communit depends upon the continuing consent of the

Parliament - and thus of the people - of the United K
ingdom. It

is not, as is pretended, permanent. It does not even subsist, by

the terms of an international instrument, for a fixed 
period. It is,

in the words of the Rome Treaty itself, "for an unlim
ited period".

In relation to the United Kingdom that means, in brut
al fact, from

'minute to minute". Upon the will of the people and Pa
rliament of the

United Kingdom there is no constraint. No doubt in practice, in

accordance with international comity, notice of inten
tion to quit

would be given to the other member states once the UK
's decision

41/• had been taken. What is not true, either in law or in practical

terms, is that the UK cannot leave the EEC.

I referred at the outset to portents other than my pr
esence on

this platform this evening. When a government moves into position

for an important political act, especially if that ac
t involves

eating its own words, it must first make sure that it
 will be atten-

ded with electoral advantage. Of the popularity in this country of

recovering economic and political freedom lost to the
 EEC there can

be little doubt. That is a point established adequately by the

recent poll which the European Community itself carri
ed out. There

is also the tactical attraction, when all other polit
ical parties

have surrendered the high ground of national sovereig
nty and got

themselves painted into the EEC corner, of playing a political card

which no other player weilds.

Once the political advantage of a course of action ha
s been

established, a government has to prepare its Eround w
ell in advance.

There has been a recent spate of bad publicity for th
e EEC, which,

if it did not emanate from official sources, was not 
discourag d in

official quarters. What distinguishes the current operation from

those previous abortive forays which have brought hom
e from Brussels

only meagre quantities of bacon, is the deliberate ta
ctic of goina:

for the jugular. When the Prime Minister uses a British chat show
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or a Spanish television programme to attack usurpation by the EE
C

of parliamentary control over taxation or economic policy, this

is gratifying evidence that a savage internecine fiEht is being

waged in government between the go-right-aheaders and the about-

turners, and that the latter have got the bit between their teet
h.

The end of an era is approaching. That was the era in which

the British public were assured, and somnolently allowed themsel
ves

to be assured, that their parliamentary self-government was not

infringed in practice by membership of the Community and that su
ch

anxieties were confined to extremist fuddy-duddies making unjust
ifiee

and over-logical deductions. Once the public is told, however,

by those who have hitherto deprecated alarm, that control over t
he

things which matter to their pockets and their future - control

over taxes and prices in particular - is going to be seized by

external bodies and foreign politicians, the whole aspect of aff
airs

is altered. Issues of sovereignty, once raised, are make-or-break

issues; for they go to the untrlying and unalterable nature of

the EEC itself and to the political purpose which fuelled enthus
iasm

for it. If, to use words emanating from No. 10, Britain intends

to be part of "a Europe of independent nation states, trading

freely with one another, which take action to deal with common

problems" but which have not "given up contrcl over the future of  still
their own country", that is something on which all but the minority!

wedded to the aberration of 972 would willingly unitc. The year

1992 is not too far ahead for it to be the year in which the Uni
ted

Kingdom by ceasing to belong eo the Community becomes an "indepe
n-

dent nation state" again.
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Address by the Et Hon. J. Enoch Powell, iiBE to the
Yorkshire Branch of the Faculty of Building at the

Annual Lecture Dinner, at the Cutlers Hall,
Sheffield, at 8.15 p.m., Friday, 16 September 988.

I am not under any misapprehension about the demarcation of

function between your profession and that of the architects, a

frontier as jealously patrolled as that which separated solicitor
s

from barristers. Nevertheless, because your business is with

buildings and therefore with people, I am going to make bold to

offer to you some thoughts about what you build rather than how y
ou

build.

Human life is full of subtle relationships, so subtle that we

mostly live unconscious of them, but not so subtle that we do not

run into trouble when they are impaired. One of these relationships

is that between people and the buildings in and among which they

live. The buildings are more than a frame of existence, providing

shelter, privacy, working space, and so on. They are also a frame of

mind. hobody would dream  of disputing that a frame alters a picture.

Why should we deny the much greater effect that buildings have on

people?

BuLdings talk to people: they talk to people about who they are,

what they are, what kind of people they are and what kind of peop
le

they have been. A message is continuously being played to them as

41r they go about their affairs, not more articulate though ne less real

than the message that might be played to them by a continuing bac
k-

ground music. It is a message which is conveyed by symbols, by shape,

colour, pattern, arrangement; and since the message conditions the

people, we ought to be respectful of the symbols.

Like all symbols they are derived from something else which was

already there. The symbol language Of buildings is a language rooted

in the past, and intelligible for that reason. It speaks to us, like

verbal language, because it plays upon the resonances that are

already in our minds.
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I am bringing you no great new revelation when I recall 
that

the characteristic and obligatory features of classical 
Greek build

which, through Roman adoption, became mandatory upon th
e whole anci

world,were echoes expressed in marble of the constraints
 and conse-

quences of building in wood. The roof pitch, the divisions of the

architrave, the stylized ornament - the very grain of s
awn wood and

the shape of the peEs by which it was compacted - were 
visible

symbols whch through the eye continued to work upon the 
mind. Nor

was it peculiar to the Greeks that their ancestral spir
its were alii

and present in their structures. kmid the bulbous domes of St 3asil

in Red Square at Vioscow there rises, as on many another 
edifice in

APthat once Christian land, a distinctive shape, the shat
or. It is

the shape of a tent or wooden hut, idealized, stylized 
indeed, but

still a speaking symbol from the past.

The buildings in and among which a society lives convey 
a

reassurance of the continuity of its present with its p
ast even if

that be a past distant beyond historical memory and dis
tilled by a

process like the distillation of mythology. They also contain,

inscribed upon them as the flora and fauna of past geological ages

are inScribed upon the fOssiliferod rocks, the experience of past

generations which have inhabited the same territory and
 lived in the

the pitdaofroof
same climate: the ratio, for instance, of window to walll/and the__

jointing of roof with wall express40, in a sort of formula, the

Iir pastpractical experience of/living and conveys lessons whic
h it ought

not to be necessary to learn afresh by the troublesome 
and inhuman

expedient of trial aid failure.

What I am not talking about is imitation, the reproducti
on of

style as a curiosity or as an act of defiance, though O
rt too, I am

sure, has its social valUe, especially in Eastern Europe, 

buildings and cities destroyed in war are recreated in 
facsimile by

a technical and historical tour de force. Imitation by its nature

cannot convey reassurance, any more than a living langu
age can be



41,kept alive by constantly repeating the literature that was

written in it. The reassurance is given by building in a language

no, I did not say a vernacular, nor did I say a tradition - which

in the words of the Prayer Book, "understanded of the people".

Technology never stops, and never has stopped, changing - we ai

pleased to prefer to say,"advancing". That is especially the domain

of your profession. We discover how to achieve results which with

earlier materials and methods were impracticable. Perhaps our own

time is pre-eminently a period of technological change, but certaitt,,

it is not the first such period, nor necessarily the most dramatic.

A changed technology does not necessitate a breach in continuity.

It does not the executant to say to the public "Here, this

11' •is what I have discovered how to do. So I will do it for the sake

of doing it, whether or not you like or recognize or understand the

result. I can make boot boxes. Boot boxes therefore you shall have.

I can rear monstrosities: monstrosities therefore you must pretend

to like".

The technological potentialities of the pointed arch were

enormous and triumphant. We stand - or sit - for hours in awe of

them and we can mark the year, the place, the juncture at which they

began their sway. What the pointed arch did not do was to despise

and destroy all contact and continuity with what had been thought

and done before. The people who beheld the great otthic Witt facades
-ing

anis/ throughout western Europe continued to heat the same rhythm and

read the same message as they heard and read when they contemplated

the Romanesque facades of the tenth, eleventh and early twelfth

centuries. They were not made strangers in their own land.

Furthermore, the language of the interior, albeit exalted

hugely by the new technology, did not crush the life out of them::

biNt spoke to a familiar pattern which the arcades and clerestories
down

had handed / from an earlier half-remembered civilization. The,\
people were still at home. When, later, in our own country, the

potentialities of near-horizontal;—lead—covered roofing were explored
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ee0
and exploited in a way abiahtransformed the lighting and the

fenestration of even our humblest churches, the 
same thing happened.

Nobody then or since could mistake the continuit
y and kinship betweeu

the new and the old. A language had changed its inflection; but

was still unmistakably the same language. English Perpendicular

talking gothic, even though it talks it in its o
wn way.

The relationship between the man-made environmen
t on the one

hand and society and the behaviour of its member
s on the other hand

has moved recently into the spotlight of public 
and political atten-

tion. The old adage mens sana  in cor2ore sano, "healthy body healtee

mind", has been extended to the status of a dogm
a in application to

the rebuilding and redevelopment of our "inner c
ities", an expression

which has become almost the hallmark of 4.1.1e period. The renewed en-

. vironment will take its character from thebuildi
ngs. What the

buildings have to say, by their style and design
 and by their kinship

or otherwise with what went before, will be a fo
rmative influence on

the inhabitants. To be sure that this will be so, it is not neces
sary

to be able to define the relationship with scien
tific precision.

Places have atmospheres for good or evil, though
 atmosphere may

escape precise measurement and definition.

It is a favourable coincidence that just at this
 time we have

114'
had encouragement from the most exalted quarter 

,not to be,ashamed

t'

or afraidte..-t-in414-94 our own taste, to assume that what appears to us

ugly is bad, and to be boldly guided by what we 
like. It is all too

illeasy for the public in the presence of what is imposing, expensive
and modern to be frightened off their opinion by

 the threat of being

thought ignorant or old-fashiored or Philistine.
 It is a significant

word that word "like's,44-tzil a wealth of meaning in it. What we

"like" is what we recognise as being in some res
pects like ourselves,

what we feel at home with. To use another term, which applies well

to our man-made physical environment, we want wh
at is human.

This, I am afraid, is an inadequately disguised 
appeal to the

building industry to use its undoubted great inf
luence in support of

tradition in architecture. Society itself and its standards are all
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about tradition. We are at our most secure with the be
haviour and

the organization which has come to us
 out of our collective past.

The sanction of rightness derives fro
m no other source. A society

will live most happily and successful
ly in an environment which it

feels connects its present With its p
ast. In our towns and cities

today we find ourselves confronted by
 evidence that those who desic;:l

and those who build have deprived us 
of the environment to which we

were entitled. We long for you to do as your predece
ssors did and

give us buildings which technology has
 not dictated but which traditi,

has inspired.
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Speech by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, F;BE, to a

dinner of the WolverhaMpton South West Con
servative

Association at the Connaught Hotel, Tettenh
all Road,

Wolverhampton, at 7.30 p.m., Thursday, 15th September
1988.

They say that the secret of politics is patience. That is rot

a counsel of passivity or detachment. The truth behind it is that

time is the great ingredient in human affai
rs. Only time opens ub

possibilities which we would not ourselves 
have contrived or imaginc,_

for the achievement of purposes that have b
een the objects of our

strivihg. In a phrase of the Greek tragic poet, time 
is apora

porimos, the thing which makes the impossib
le possible.

When I was last elected for Wolverhampton 
eighteen years ago

I laid three purposes of mine before the e
lectorate. They are indee,,:

the maln purposes to which my life in polit
ics has been dedicated,

and their fortunes have determined the cou
rse of my own personal

vicissitudes.

Ny election address of 1970 contained three s
ubject headings:

"Immigration", "Common Market", and "The So
cialist State". When I

wrote under the last of those headings tha
t "only a Conservative

government by reducing taxation, protecting
 the value of money and

giving price and profit a chance to work w
ould lift from the people

of this country the fear of a  future without freedom and without

pride", I happened to warn against the nat
ionalization of Rolls

Royce, if Labour should win the election. 
It did not occur to me

that I would shortly afterwards be forced t
o watch, and to oppose,

a Heath government which nationalized Rolls Royce 
and intro-

 

dueed statutory control of prices and inco
mes. Still less could I

imagine that the objective of income tax a
t four shllings and three-

pence in the pound which in 1968 I argued 
ought to be achievable

by widespread denationalization and decontrol and which was dis-

missed at the time with ridicule as unrealistic and quixotic, would

have become reality before twenty years were o
ut.
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There is a lesson here. It is not merely a lesson to maintain

fortitude and consistency in the face of apparently insuperable odde,

It is also a lesson to keep faith that in the fulness of days a ca.celTe

that is true and right will at length prevail. In life, in politic,

never give up hope.

In the years that I sat for a West Midlands seat I had to watch

the people of that region overwhelmed, and their way of life and plare

of living utterly altered, by a catastrophe which those responsible

failed to avert when timely reform of our obsolete law of nationality

would have done so. In the face of those events and their predictabe

outcome I found it not possible to hold my peace. My reward was the

support, which they still often movingly express to me, of a large

number of fellow citizens, including many of those newcomers who were
are

no less innocent victims of the unintended catastrophe and/equally en-

dangered by its consequences. That reward more than outweighed the

other result, which was widespread vituperation and permanent ex-

clusion from all prospect of any place in government.

What we in Wolverhampton and Birminaham saw and foresaw twenty

years ago has become common knowledge in the meantime. This area and

others like it are no longer living now as they were then in a private

nightmare. One feature only remains unchanged. That is the resolute

refusal of all ih public positions or political authority to admit the

11/ facts. Even one of such signal daring as the Prime Minister has never, 

with a single exception ten years ago, lapsed into the indiscretion of

candidly facing known realities. We have become a nation of shoulder-

shruEgers. "What's done cannot be undone" has become our British

motto. Fear and resignation combine to counsel silence.

Yet silence is a betrayal, a betrayal of hope. For my own part,

I refuse to accept that any disaster, once this nation is allowed to look

pre-
it in the face, cannot be encountered and reversed. The crucial/con-

dition is that the reality is acknowledged. A moment of truth has

to come. How and when, I know not; but I see some reason to think
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that, sc far from receding, it is drawing closer.

Richard Crossman relates in his Diaries how he and other

Ministers suppre,sed population projections which the General

Register Office wanted to publish. There are some revealing

passages about this but I will trouble you with only two,

which give the authentic flavour. One is from 20 February 1970.

"These two Lthe Registrar-General and his assistant] are hell-

bent on providing Powell with the statistics he really wants_

We had only just stopped them doing this four months ago.

Now they were producing the new draft of their projections

of immigrant figures. I must say we had got a lot of our own

way. True, they had described one of the lines, the one which

showed the greatest number of coloured children, as the most

realistic projection, but that was easily taken out."

My other specimen is from August 1969.

had been told that there was a fascist nest in the

Registrar-General's Office and I didn't believe a word of

it, but, after an hour of sitting with the staff, I became

convinced that there was a real ideoloR„ical pattern to the

behaviour of this Office. We almost came to open warfare

when I bluntly told them that they could nct publish figures

designed to disprove the Race Relations Board's figures."

After those vivid glimpses you will appreciate the signi-

ficance of the same Office having this year begun to publish such

facts as that the population of Great Britain is increasing annually. _

by 130,000 of which 90,000 are ethnic minority. The Office also, when

s. of
publishing refigur ecent/increases in the proportion of the ethnic minorities

to the total population,held a press conference in which it was

stated, non-attributably but with supporting reasons, that "the

rate of increase is likely to soar in the 1990s.

This is exactly the way in which glasnost, if I may apply that

word in a British context, puts in a first appearance. The Govern-

ment may not yet be answering direct questions itself; but at least

it seems no longer to be deliberately arranging for the facts to be

suppressed. Those facts about the 1990's and beyond are perfectly
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wellknonnot only on a national basis but also in local terms 40,T1-7_1

 

Government Ministers Once they come to be admitted, the question
__-

whether the fututre that they foreshadow in the capital and other

areas is acceptable inevitably follows and becomes the subject of

a national debate. It is not a question which those responsible to

the electorate dare answer in the affirmative.

However, it was not this issue, for all the excitement attendant

upon it, which was to make me a stranger not only to my own party but

to my own country. Nobody who read or heard what I said in 1970

in
could be/any doubt that I would never accept the renunciation by

Britain of its political independence to become part of a united —  

Europe. When that renunciation was forced upon the country and

upon Parliament, there could be no place for me in any party which

acquiesced in it; and although the party to which I have belonged

since 1974 is officially and strongly opposed to British membership

of the EEC, I would not be sure of confidently defending myself

against anyone who contended that I ought not to have so far

acknowledged the surrender of Britain's independence as even to

seek to belong after 1972 to its emasculated parliament.

The truth is that I cannot believe that Britain will for ever,

acquiesce in being deprived of the right of self-goverhmcnt which

is the natural meaning of the liberty we have been prepared to defend

at ariyyrisk or sacrifice. Somehow,sometime there comes an end to

humiliation, astit came when I had all but ceased to hope for it,

in 1939.2r.-----S-ixteen years of being battered with the bludgeon of

alleged inevitability and deserted by the leaders of their own

poliical parties, the British people are as little consenting today

to what has been done to them as they were when Parliament and people

were hijacked in 1972.

A survey conducted by thez/Community itself found recently - and

the result would have been distasteful enough to the organizers to
with Denmark

guarantee its trustworthiness - that in Britain, alone/of the twelve
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nations,there is no majority for increased integration and 
that

../P(L %1;t

even therminority/ln favour of it has declined in the last
twelve

months from 24 to 20 per cent.

Those are not the sort of figures that poli
ticians fail to

observe. I was not therefore surprised when Edward H
eath recently

"blew his top" over the supersession of thc
 integrationist Commissio,.

Lord Cockfield. That was not all, however. The Prime Minister cho&.

to make striking use of the freedom availab
le to her oe a ce1ebrate(71

chat show to rebuke the President of the E
uropean Commission and

warn him that no government would dare to 
tell its parliament that

its powers had been given away to the inst
itutions of the Community.

/1/714i,  

did not fancy that she had in mindjthe par
liaments of Portugal or

Greece or, come to that, Germany; and since the Prime Minister was

herself a member of the government which i
n 1972 forced the House of

)1,

Commons into a/most comprehensive renunciation of its powers, 
she

knew what she was saying - and why she was 
saying it.

I do not overlook the many occasions when 
the Prime Minister

has threatened to defy the European Commun
ity and then given way

after all. What I do say is that somewhere along the 
road ahead -

and it is proverbially a long road which h
as no turning - there

could come the po4nt where the balance of 
political advantage will

swing in favour of asserting and recovering Britain's parliamentary

independence. I am evidently not the only one who is thi
nking that.

I take leave of you tonight with the same 
words as I took leave

af-thOse whom I m aft.erwards_Ic represenyn another part of the 

United Kingdom for thirteen years. They are words of hope, and words

4.--P
of perserverance, thEzthings without which politics is a bitt

er and a

‘,1
futile pursuit. "I look verily to see the 

goodness of tne Lord in the

land of the living".


